Schools IR35 – ‘to be’ process for invoice payments v1.4

Receive
invoice

Check the
purchase order/
contract history

Has the
HMRC tool been
completed?

YES

Do IR35
rules for
intermediaries
apply?

NO

NO

YES
Headteacher (Full Governing Body if
over £10k) to complete the HMRC
tool for the worker and make a
decision for inconclusive results

Agency
worker?

YES

Follow the
schools process
for paying an
invoice

Advise the agency of the HMRC tool outcome
within 31 days of the request. (The agency is
responsible for deducting tax and NI for IR35
intermediaries that they contract)

Have the correct
details been included on
the invoice for IR35
intermediaries?

YES

NO

School

NO

HMRC tool
outcome
options

Selfemployed

Follow the
schools process
for paying an
invoice

IR35 rules do
not apply

Employee

HCC Serco Payroll for Schools

Worker/ intermediary

IR35 rules
apply

Advise the intermediary
that they sent incorrect
invoice details, advise
the information
required for IR35
intermediary invoices.
Send them their unique
reference number

Send
electronically to
HCC Serco
payroll for
Schools

Send a copy of
the IR35 new
starter form to
Serco Payroll
and save a copy
of the HMRC
tool

Advise the worker that
they need to be set up as a
full employee and follow
the school process

Advise the intermediary of
the outcome of the HMRC
tool. Send an IR35 new
starter form for schools
(allow for the extra 14.3%
cost)

Send the invoice
requirements for
IR35 intermediaries
with their unique
reference number

Complete and
return the IR35
new starter
form for schools

Complete an
invoice for IR35
intermediaries

Follow the process to
set the intermediary
up on payroll and
email the school the
reference number
and invoice
requirements.

Account for tax/NI
from deemed
employment
payment (invoice
amount minus
materials/VAT).

Pay balance of
invoice and
materials/VAT

Pay tax/NI to
HMRC via RTI and
send FPS (Final
Payment
Submission)

